Experimental and theoretical kinetics study of antibacterial killing mediated by human natural killer cells.
We have recently shown that purified human NK cells, both resting and activated, efficiently kill gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria in vitro. To investigate the mechanism of NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity against Escherichia coli we have developed a mathematical model of the kinetics using the experimental data. The kinetics of killing are characterized by initial target bacterial multiplication, followed by rapid bacterial death. Experiments demonstrates that for each donor there is a threshold number of effector cells necessary to observe a net killing effect. Below the threshold, even use of high effector-to-target ratios lack killing activity and the bacterial growth cannot be stopped. In contrast, if the number of NK cells is larger than the threshold, complete killing is achieved, even at ratios as low as 1/1000. The threshold number varies among donors, ranging between 1200 and 12000 purified NK cells/tube, and provides a quantitative measure of antibacterial activity. Performing the assay at 4 degrees C raised the threshold number required for killing. Experiments performed in Boyden chambers confirm that NK cell-bacteria contact is not necessary for efficient killing, although the kinetics of bacterial lysis is slower. The fit between model and data supports the hypothesis that the bactericidal mechanism is extracellular and is mediated by an anti-microbial factor released from NK cells. Accumulated evidence also indicates that this factor is distinguishable from the mechanisms mediating tumor cell cytotoxicity.